Numerical simulation of selective freezing of target biological tissues following injection of solutions with specific thermal properties.
Recently, we proposed a method for controlling the extent of freezing during cryosurgery by percutaneously injecting some solutions with particular thermal properties into the target tissues. In order to better understand the mechanism of the enhancement of freezing by these injections, a new numerical algorithm was developed to simulate the corresponding heat transfer process that is involved. The three-dimensional phase change processes in biological tissues subjected to cryoprobe freezing, with or without injection, were compared numerically. Two specific cases were investigated to illustrate the selective freezing method: the injection of solutions with high thermal conductivity; the injection of solutions with low latent heat. It was found that the localized injection of such solutions could significantly enhance the freezing effect and decrease the lowest temperature in the target tissues. The result also suggests that the injection of these solutions may be a feasible and flexible way to control the size of the ice ball and its direction of growth during cryosurgery, which will help to optimize the treatment process.